
REF.: 37568

Characteristics

Situation

OSONA

Urban plot for sale with a village house and an old factory near Ripoll. IDEAL INVESTORS

TYPE OF TERRAINJardín
FLOORS
4 viviendas

+ 100 años
CONSERVATION

REGION BARCELONAPROVINCE

BARCELONA DISTANCE DISTANCE TOWN HIGHWAY DISTANCE

ALTITUDE

TRAIN OR BUS DISTANCE

790.000 €Ladrillo y cemento

WEATHERDRYDISTANCE POINT OF INTEREST

TYPE OF PROPERTY

TERRAIN

BUILDING FLOOR AREA

BUILDING

1893 m2 2200 m2 4 garden    10 rooms      

SUPERFÍCIES

CHARACTERISTICS

ANTIQUITYQUALIFICATION ENERGETIC

0,75 Km. train / 0 Km. bus0 Km. Sant Quirze de Besora

5 Km. 94 Km. 0 Km. 

640 m. Casa de pueblo

  

1893 m2 TERRAIN2200 m2 BUILDING

10 ROOMS, 4 Bathrooms

In process
Flat landscaped terrain

An old factory + 2 buildings with independent dwellings
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REF.: 37568

Description:
Plot for sale and village house near Ripoll, in a quiet village, with all services nearby, next to the Ter river and surrounded by mountains and beautiful panoramic views. The property consists of several buildings for different uses such as dwelling, storage, etc. An ideal OPPORTUNITY for INVESTORS.
On the property there is an old factory over 100 years old with 1,100 m2 built and 629 m2 of flat land. Due to its current state, an update of its interiors would be necessary.
The second plot is formed by an old village house dated in the year 1800. It is divided into 2 independent dwellings wich need an update of their interiors. It has 2 annexed warehouses, and a 462 sqm land area. In total, the built area of ?this is 500 sqm.
This urban plot for sale presents a third plot with flat land (802 sqm), being able to turn it into a nice garden with space for shade trees or fruit trees; surrounds the built area of ?629 sqm where another unique village house stands in better condition, both in its structure and in its interiors.
This building has an old commercial premise, a warehouse on the ground floor and 2 independent houses on the first and second floors, respectively. This plot has many possibilities because the dependencies of each dwelling are in good condition, being able to update to rent them or to allocate them to the own family or guests. They can also unify both floors and reform the ground floor to create a completely new village house and single-family, depending on the  the buyer's interest.
Urban plot for sale with POTENTIAL to rehabilitate the existing houses or to throw the buildings to build blocks of flats or new houses more modern.
UNIQUE OPPORTUNITY to invest in a VERY PROFITABLE project with multiple construction and rehabilitation options.
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The area

Availability upon agreement. The information shown is offered by third parties merely for information purposes and is assumed to be 
correct. Our company does not guarantee its accuracy. The offer is subject to errors, price changes, omission and/or withdrawal from 
the market without prior notice. The property transfer, VAT, notary and registry fees are payable by the buyer. Following Spanish law, 
commission costs are payable by the seller.

GENERAL CONDITIONS LEGAL WARNING
In accordance with the provisions in Article 5 of Organic Law 15/1999 of December concerning Personal Data Protection, by which 
the right to information when collecting data is regulated, we inform you about the following matters: Personal data that you may provide 
in this and other communications with you will be processed in the files owned by NATURAL PROPERTY, S. L. The aim of this is to 
properly manage the rendering of the service you have requested from us. Furthermore, this information will not be transferred to third 
parties, except for legally permitted cases. We also advise you of the possibility of exercising the relevant rights of access, 
rectification, cancellation and opposition, in accordance with the provisions of Law 15/1999, with regard to NATURAL PROPERTY, S. 
L., as owner of the file. The rights referred to can be exercised 
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